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Description
The Covid sickness COVID-19 pandemic is the characterizing 

worldwide wellbeing emergency as of now and the best test since 
World War Two. The public medical care framework is experiencing 
an extraordinary test because of the COVID-19 pandemic on a 
worldwide scale. Around the world 217 nations have been impacted 
with Novel Covid illness 2019 sickness till now. Coronavirus 
presently viewed as a pandemic by the World Health Organization. 
The aggregate numbers to more than 79 million detailed cases and 
over 1.7 million passing’s all around the world since the beginning of 
the pandemic. This immense number of cases tainted with the new 
SARS-CoV-2 infection exhibits the exceptionally infectiousness that 
surpassed any general wellbeing catastrophe brought about by any 
single illness in mankind's set of experiences. Disease rates and 
passing all through the world have been raised dramatically. In China 
and Italy, at first, mortality going from 26% to 62% in basically sick 
patients. While, in Seattle and New York, the mortality range differed 
from 23% to half separately.

Hazard Factors for Death
On account of 80% of patients, SARS-COV-2 contaminations are 

self-restricting and exceptional therapy may not need, 15% of the 
tainted patients might give co-morbidities, for example, diabetes 
mellitus, ischemic coronary illness, hypertension and corpulence are 
bound to foster serious pneumonia, get confessed to the wellbeing 
offices with infection movement to get legitimate consideration and 
rest 5% advancement to respiratory disappointment, Acute Respiratory 
Distress Syndrome and need Intensive Care Unit support for a 
significant stretch of time. More established age and co-sullen illness 
have been accounted for as hazard factors for death.

Extreme incendiary and immunological reaction brought about by 
irresistible illness and its huge job in the movement of viral 
pneumonia, including COVID-19 that might prompt feeble versatile 
insusceptible reaction and lopsidedness. Subsequently, the coursing 
biomarkers that might address the fiery and insusceptible reaction are 
vivaciously examined as an expected indicator for the guess of the 
illness. Be that as it may, there are unexplained varieties in various 
populaces, seriousness and demography. Considering the helpful 
indicators for the anticipation of patients with viral pneumonia, some 
hematological count like White Blood Cell count, Neutrophil, 
Lymphocyte, Neutrophil-Lymphocyte Ratio, neutrophil count 
separated by the consequence of WBC countless neutrophil count,

platelet, Platelet-to-Lymphocyte Ratio are explored. Some provocative
biomarkers like ferritin, d-Dimer, C-receptive protein are additionally
checked at various seriousness of illness.

Patients with extreme COVID-19 seemed to have regular
indications of liver dysfunctions than gentle cases. Expanded degrees
of Alanine Aminotransferase, Aspartate Aminotransferase and
complete bilirubin levels are additionally seen in basically sick
patients in ICU. In addition, organization of different antimicrobials,
calming alongside antivirals might add a few adjustments in hepatic
biotransformation and biomarkers. Raised degrees of hepato-renal
biomarkers are additionally reported after organization of remdesivir
as well as favipiravir among the patients conceded in ICU.

Clinical Elements and Levels of Seriousness of
COVID-19

Fluctuating clinical elements and levels of seriousness of
COVID-19 prompting numerous ways to deal with clinic care. It can
go from disconnection ward to escalated care where patients at last
need to intubate with fake ventilation. Additionally, segment and
epidemiological attributes of basically sick patients assumed an
indispensable part in the term of stay in ICU, similar to progress in
years or related comorbidities. As this is a novel Covid, the length of
stay in ICU ranges between ages even between survivor and non-
survivor. The requirement for cutting edge therapy or escalated care
support was higher when the greater part of the ICU was soaked in a
large portion of the impacted nations including Bangladesh during the
pinnacle of the pandemic May to September 2020. Considering the
reality of thickly populated 170 million populace and low-center pay
economy, Bangladesh had obliged of medical services conveyance
framework to handle the SARS-CoV-2 endemic. Since the discovery
of the main instance of COVID-19 on 8 March 2020, the total
scientific investigation of biomarkers as an indicator in basic
COVID-19 patients conceded in ICU was never uncovered in
Bangladesh. This review observational review was consequently done
to notice demography, comorbidities, biomarkers, pharmacotherapy
and ICU-stay concerning the mortality result of COVID-19 patients
conceded in the emergency unit the conspicuous tertiary consideration
clinic to think about among made due and perished patients. The
cross-sectional review companion concentrate on fundamentally sick
COVID-19 patients confessed to the Intensive Care Unit of one of the
great tertiary consideration clinics in Dhaka, assigned as Coronavirus
committed for quite some time by the Government of Bangladesh.
Every one of the 112 conceded patients in ICU of Holy Family Red
Crescent Medical College Hospital during May to September 2020,
assigned as the pinnacle of the pandemic were screened and an
aggregate of 99 patients were incorporated according to accessibility
of information from the clinic records non-electronic and therapy
sheets. The system was a 720-bed driving non-government medical
clinic with a 9 bed ICU in the capital city. All continuous patients with
affirmed COVID-19 by RT-PCR of the nasopharyngeal swab
contamination owned up to the ICU in the middle of the time span
were coded basic according to 'Public Guideline on ICU management
of critically sick COVID-19 Patients. Segment information,
comorbidities, length of ICU-stay, prescient biomarkers
hematological, provocative, renal, hepatic, heart and metabolic and
degree of prescription used to treat fundamentally sick COVID-19
patients in ICU were gathered from emergency clinic records,
arranged, broke down and looked at among improved and dead.
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The review was endorsed by the assigned clinic authority and the
institutional morals board. The prerequisite of informed assent was
deferred by the IERB as the review study was finished utilizing
chronicled clinical records. Constant factors were communicated as
the mean and standard deviations; absolute factors were summed up as
the counts and rates and factual investigation Chi-square test, unpaired
t-test, Fisher's accurate test was finished utilizing SPSS form 26.0 and
all p values were two-followed with P<0.05 considered genuinely
huge with a 95% certainty stretch. Covid Disease 2019 is a continuous
worldwide pandemic causing huge expansions in bleakness and
mortality, whose clinical effect is especially extreme for more
seasoned people having incessant genuine comorbidities go about as
important inclining factors for a more serious COVID-19 clinical

course and resulting passing. Such high mortality is conspicuously
because of extreme intense respiratory condition ready to immediately
spread to weak populaces, for example, comorbid old people with
maturing related messes. The quantity of male patients conceded in
ICU with the basic condition was a lot higher than the female and the
endurance rate was additionally proportionately higher in guys, which
was like different investigations all over the planet. In Bangladesh, a
few different examinations on the patients conceded in ICU likewise
uncovered in Bangladesh and 66.30% in Mexico, practically in the
USA as needs be. The mean age of the patients who made due and
expired were likewise observed to be comparative among the basic
patients in different examinations and a large portion of the conceded
patients were over 60 years old.
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